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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group, p a prime number which divides the order of
 .G, and K, R, k a p-modular system, i.e., R is a complete discrete
 .valuation ring with maximal ideal p , K is the quotient field of R of
  ..characteristic 0, and k [ Rr p is the residue field of R of characteristic
< <p. Moreover, we assume that K contains the G th roots of unity.
ÃFor a subset X of G, X denotes the sum of all elements of X in the
group algebra oG, where o is R, K, or k.
Ã .  .We consider the Hecke algebra S H [ End HoG for a subgroupo o G
Ã < <  .H of G. As e [ Hr H is an idempotent of KG, S H s e KGe . ForH K H H
 .x g Irr G , let e be the central primitive idempotent of KG correspond-x
  .  . 4ing to x and put F [ x g Irr G ; x , 1 / 0 . Then we have that< H H H
 4  . e e ; x g F is the set of all central primitive idempotents of S H seex H K
w  . x.1, 11.26 Corollary .
 .  .  .As S H s K m S H , for a central idempotent d of S H , thereK R R R
exists a non-empty subset b of F such that d s  e e . Then thex g b x H
element of this form is denoted by d and if d is centrally primitive, b orb b
 ..  .d S H is called an S H -block. On the other hand, the multiplicationb R R
 .   ..induces the R-algebra homomorphism f : Z RG ª Z S H . Using theR
Ãw x   ..  .map f, Robinson 4 has proved that Z S H , End RGHRG asR RwG=G x
 .R-algebras and so each S H -block corresponds to a unique indecompos-R
Ãable direct summand of RGHRG. If e is a block idempotent of RG, itB
 .  .  .follows that f e s  d . Hence Irr B l F is a union of S H -blocks.B b b R
Ã .  .  .Moreover, we have S H rp S H , S H as HRG is a permutationR R k
 .module. Hence the set of S H -blocks corresponds bijectively to the setR
 .of S H -blocks.k
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 .In this paper we study the S H -block mainly in the case where H is aR
p9-subgroup of G. In particular we show an orthogonality relation for such
 .  .a block and evaluate the number of the S H -blocks appearing in f eR B
using some block theoretic invariants of the block B of RG.
2. ORTHOGONALITY RELATION
LEMMA 1. Let A be a ring and M an A-module. Then the following are
equi¨ alent:
 .  .1 there exist central idempotents f , f of End M such that id s1 2 A M
f q f ;1 2
 .2 there exist A-modules M , M such that M s M [ M and1 2 1 2
 .  .Hom M , M s 0, Hom M , M s 0.A 1 2 A 2 1
 .  .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . Put M [ f M for i s 1, 2. Then M s M [ M .i i 1 2
 .Let f g Hom M , M and extend f to the endomorphism of M byA 1 2
 .  .  .  .defining f x s 0 for any x g M . Then f M s f ? f M s f ? f M ;2 1 1 1
 .  .f M s 0 and so f s 0. By the same argument we have Hom M , M1 2 A 2 1
s 0.
 .  .   . .2 « 1 . Let f : M ª M f m s m be the projection of M to Mi i i i i
 .  .  .i s 1, 2 . Let f g End M . By the assumption we have f M ; M .A i i
 .  .  .  .Hence for any m g M, f ? f m s f m s f m s f ? f m . This means fi i i i i
 .is in center of End M .A
 .  .Let A H be the set of S H -blocks and let B be a block of RG. IfR R
 .  .  .f e / 0, there is a non-empty subset L of A H such that f e sB B R B
 . < <  4 d . We put r B [ L and write L s b , . . . , b . One of theb g L b B B 1 r B .B
 .purposes of this paper is to study the number r B . First we have the
following:
 .  .  . <  . <PROPOSITION 2. If l B s 1, then r B F 1, where l B s IBr B .
 .  .   .Proof. We may assume r B / 0. As l B s 1, Hom hd M ,kG 1
 ..soc M / 0 for any non-zero B*-modules M , M . So we get2 1 2
 .  .Hom M , M / 0, and Hom M , M / 0 similarly.kG 1 2 kG 2 1
Ã  .Applying Lemma 1 to A [ B* and M [ e HkG, we get that f e isB* B*
 .  .  .a unique central idempotent of f e S H s End M .B* k kG
In the rest of this section we assume H is a p9-subgroup of G and
 .consider only those blocks such that f e / 0.B
ÃIn this case e g RG, i.e., HRG s e RG is a projective RG-moduleH H
and kH is a semisimple k-algebra.
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 .  .Now for any w g IBr G , let S resp. P be an irreducible kG-modulew w
 .resp. an indecomposable projective RG-module corresponding to w.
  . < 4 Also, we let C [ w g IBr G ; k S . Note that C s w gH w x H
 . < 4 U   . <  .4IBr G ; P e RG . We let furthermore b [ w g IBr B ; P d e RG ,w H i w b Hi
 . < <  . < U <k b [ b , and l b [ b .i i i i
 . r B . UPROPOSITION 3. IBr B l C s D b .is1 i
 . <  . <In particular, we ha¨e r B F IBr B l C .
Proof. Let M [ e e RG. ThenB H
 .r B
M s d M[ b i
is1 2.1 .
s m P m G 1 . .[ w w w
 .wgIBr B lC
 .  .  .Since, by Lemma 1, Hom d M, d M s 0 i / j , it follows that IBr BRG b bi jUr B .  . <  . <l C s D b and hence, r B F IBr B l C .is1 i
 .  .Let x g Irr B . If x f F, then d s 0 for any w g IBr B l C fromx , w
the definitions of F and C. On the other hand, if x g F, there is a unique
b such that x g b and there exists w g b U such that d / 0. Now takei i i x , w
U  .  .any w9 g b j / i . By Lemma 1, c [ rank Hom P , P s 0,j w , w 9 R RG w w 9
U  .i.e.,  d d s 0. Hence d s 0 for any w9 g b j / i .mg IrrB . m , w m , w 9 x , w 9 j
Therefore the decomposition matrix D of B has the formB
D 0 ??? 0 )¡ ¦b1
0 D ??? 0 )b2
. . . .. . . . ). . . .
X Y<D s s D D , 2.2 . .0 0 ??? D )B B Bb r B .
0 0 ??? 0 )
. . .. . ??? . ). . .¢ §
0 0 ??? 0 )
X <  . < Ywhere D denotes the set of the first IBr B l C columns of D and DB B B
the rest.
PROPOSITION 4. The following hold:
 .  .  .  .1 l b F k b for all i s 1, 2, . . . , r B .i i
 .  .  .  .2 l b s k b for some i if and only if d B s 0.i i
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 .  .  . <  . < <  . <3 If d B / 0, r B F Irr B l F y IBr B l C and the equality
 .  .holds only if k b s l b q 1 for all i.i i
Proof.
 .  .  .1 We have rank D s l b as rank D s l B , hence the assertionb i Bi
 .holds since rank D F k b .b ii
 .2 For the ``only if'' part, by the assumption we have D gb i
  . .GL l b , Q . Then any x g b is written as a Q-linear combination ofi i
 .principal characters of G. Therefore the assertion follows as x y s 0 for
any y g G y G .p9
 .  .  .3 By 1 and 2
< < < <Irr B l F y IBr B l C .  .
 .r B
s k b y l b G r B . 2.3 4 .  .  .  . i i
is1
 .Now we prove the following orthogonality relation for the S H -block.R
 .THEOREM 5. Let b be an S H -block. Then we ha¨e R x g b
 .  .  :x xe x y s 0 for any y g G y G and x g G such that x, H is aH p9 p9
p9-subgroup.
Proof. We have
x xe x y s d w xe x y .  .  .  .  H x , w H
xgb xgb  .wgIBr B
2.4 .
s w xe d x y . .  . H x , w
 . xgbwgIBr B
 .  :So we may assume w xe / 0. As x, H is a p9-subgroup, there existsH
 :an R x, H -module M such that M* s S . In particular, w isw x x, H : < x, H :
 .the character of an R-representation defined by M. Hence, if w xe / 0,H
 .Mxe s Me / 0, whence we have w g C. Then 2.2 forcesH H
 .  . d x y s  d x y , which is zero since y is p-singular.x g b x , w x g I r r B . x , w
Therefore the assertion holds.
3. SOME CONSEQUENCES
 .As the trivial character 1 is always in F, it lies in a unique S H -blockG R
 .of G, which we denote by b and call the principal S H -block.0 R
Let B be the principal p-block of G.0
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< <  .PROPOSITION 6. If G : H is a power of p, then b s F s Irr B l F,0 0
 .i.e., r B s 1.0
ÃProof. By the assumption HRG is an indecomposable RG-module in
 w x.B see 3, Problems 7, Chap. 4 and the assertion follows.0
In the rest of this paper we assume H is a p9-subgroup of G and consider
 .only those blocks such that f e / 0.B
 .LEMMA 7. If e¨ery character in Irr B l F has the only modular irre-
 .  .  .ducible constituents that lie in C, then Irr B ; F and Irr B is an S H -R
block of G.
Proof. Our assumption implies that the matrix DY does not appear inB
 .  .the decomposition of D in 2.2 . Hence r B s 1, since D is indecom-B B
posable.
 .COROLLARY 8. If e¨ery character in Irr B l F is modularly irreducible,
 .  .  . then Irr B ; F and Irr B is an S H -block of G with a uniqueR
.irreducible Brauer character .
Proof. This is clear from Lemma 7.
 .COROLLARY 9. If G is a p-nilpotent group, then r B s 1. Moreo¨er
 .  .  .Irr B ; F and Irr B is the principal S H -block of G.0 0 R
Proof. The first half follows from Proposition 2. The second half
 .  4follows from Lemma 7 since IBr B s 1 .0 G
< <PROPOSITION 10. Suppose that p ) 2 and H s 2. If there is no normal
subgroup N of G such that HNrN is a central subgroup of order 2 of GrN,
 .  .  .then Irr B ; F and Irr B is an S H -block of G.R
 4 2Proof. Let H s 1, x with x s 1 and l be the linear character of H
 .such that l x s y1. To prove the proposition, it suffices to show that
 .  .IBr G s C. Suppose the contrary and let w g IBr G _ C. If T denotes a
k-representation of G which defines the Brauer character w, then T ;x H
 .deg T l. Hence H Ker TrKer T is a central subgroup of order 2 of
 .GrKer T. This contradicts our assumption and thus IBr G s C.
If G is the symmetric group of degree p, then the following holds.
PROPOSITION 11. Let G [ S be the symmetric group of degree p. Ifp
 .  .H [ S 1 F t F p y 1 , then r B s 1.t 0
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w x  .Proof. We may assume that p ) 2. According to James 2 , Irr B s0
 4 x ; 0 F i F p y 1 , where x corresponds to the Young diagram p yi i
i.i, 1 . Also the decomposition matrix of B is given by0
1 0 0 ??? 0
1 1 0 ??? 0
0 1 1 ??? 0
. . . .D s . 3.1 .B0 . . . . 0. . . . 00 0 ??? 1 1
0 0 ??? 0 1
w xOn the other hand, by the Branching Theorem 2, Theorem 9.2 , we see
<  . <that x g F if and only if i F p y t. In particular, the first IBr B l Ci
X  .  .columns of D form D as in 2.2 and the assertion follows by 2.2 .B B0 0
 . .  .  .:Remark 12. Let G [ S and H [ 1, 2 3, 4 , 1, 3 2, 4 , the Klein5
 . four group. Then x , 1 s 0 and the decomposition matrix of B for2 < H H H 0
.p s 5 can be written in the form
x0 1 0 0 0
x1 1 0 1 0
. 3.2 .x 0 1 0 13
0 1 0 0 0x4
0 0 1 1x2
 .  .  4Hence by 2.2 we have that Irr B l F s b j b with b s x , x0 0 1 0 0 1
 4and b s x , x .1 3 4
 .  .Furthermore if x [ 4, 5 and y [ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 , then
Ãx xH x y s 5. 3.3 .  . .
xgb0
 :In particular it is necessary in Theorem 5 to assume that x, H is a
p9-subgroup.
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